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Equal Employment Opportunity ( implies a systematic approach to

filling jobs with qualified individuals whatever their background. This

approach includes provid. ng appropriate consideration both to the current

werkforce composition and to that of the surrainding labor force and

applicant pool. In this process the creation of new jobs (including

aining) or the provision of pr that establish "bridge positie

between particular types of jobs may be necessary so that individuals of

all sOcial" groups have a chande to rise through the organizational s

The ultimate goal of PrO planning is to eliminate the need for special

attention to insure eoui±y in employment decisions.

The first step in the development of effective management tools for

EEO planning was the determination of the extent of the durr problem.

This was followed by the developerent of a gloal progranining medel by Ch- nies,

Coorr, Lewis, and Niehaus [3]. This model, consisting of Markoff transi-

tion elemen imbedded in a goal programming framework is called the

Flexible Equal Employment Opportunity (FEEO) model, because of its properties

that allow for element alteration to provide the or anizational flexibility

(in policies of promotion, recruitrent and training) necessary to achieve

long-range EEO goals. These long-range goals are met "as closely as.

possible" while still preserving the high priority of meeting the shorter-

range da -day_operating goals of the organization.

A limited version of the EEO model without the flexibility features wa

subsequently tested with actual Navy data as discussed by Burroughs and

Niehaus [1]. These tests proved successful and formed the basis of the



s -_ifications for a comprehensive EEO model and control system. This

system concept was ndorsed by the Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Man-

power and Res,- e Affairs). Steps are now in process to obtain concurrence

of the Na :jor commands, which in the end are,accountable for COnformance

with Federal and tpartrnant of Defense policies . Thus, the limited form of

the modPl has passed fran resenreh into a comprehensive progr- implementation.

urpose of this paper is f=o docrument in more detail the EEO goal-

setting procedures. Another is to provide an initial numerical example

actual Navy data of the version of the mcdel which includes the flexibility

features. followed by a discussion of implementation and re-seE ch

possibilities with th_ improved prototype in hand.

A parallel but integral part of these EEO mcdel studies is the develop-

ment of decision tools for the local installation cmaanding _fficer. Because

of th insta1litis of the all popula6,ons in ate job categories at the

local level, another type of model appears necessary. A model called a

"coherence" Model has been 'i-Jostulated fer this purpose. The details of this

model can be-found in Charnes, Cooper, Lewis, and Niehaus [2]. We will turn

now to the problems of goal-setting and the numerical example of the flexible

version of the initial EEO model which was designed for policy planning

control.

DoqraoIuc Considerations 11 Goal Settina

Irrespective of the sothod of planning and analysis, attention nust be

paid to settdng realistic EEO goals. The current Navy EEO goals policy is

discussed in RA . Essentially this oolicy states that the ETD goals should

be get on the basis of a social iroup's (i.e., ethnic-sek combination)



representation in the population or recruitment area. The first tes_

th EO model without internal upward mobility adjustments six:wed that one

rnus oonsider the supply bv occupation and career level if the results are

to Le realistic and meaningful, These Prototypes, however, were only a

innin in the development 1f the procedures for the enumeration of the

Is section of thisEEO goals- in light Of the -.Lbor markets involved. In

paper we wi34 proVide a more comprehensive methodology for the goal setting

-ccesS.

In [1], the assumptions supporting the method of realistic numerical

goal determination b.1,7 the DON are provided. The goals are defined in several

stages over a fifteen year time frame (1976-1991), wiU h intermediate goals

being generated at geveral.points in time for eight sccialgroups across

six major job categories. Beth the current on- ard population and the

external labor market are considered in detarrAining the goals. Such factors

as social group representztion, occupation educational requirements, occupa-

tional choice, and career progression are all taken into account.

The procedure used in settirg goals is outlined in Figwe 1. The mon-

power requiremen efloct the workload of the organization irrespective or

EEO considerations. These manpower requirenents are split into ZEO goals

via the goal ca1c24.kation prcqram. The input to this algorithm is derived

by first looking at the several social T:oups' representation within the

labor market. These statistics are modified based on the current on-board

population, but with a slight bias to ensure that affirLative action will

help to drive towards the desired ratios. The supply ratios resulting from

the labor market analysis are entered into the goal calculation program.

3
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This goal calculation first'develops the goal at the end point of the

plan. Then the intermediate goals are determined by a straight 1'

lation between the starting population and the goal at the end

An example of this goal calculation might be fer Black lale Sciend_sts

-s at the GS 9-12 level. Let

al goal for occupation/level state i, social

class k, (0 t < 5)

That is for this example, i = 2/3 (2=Sciz _ists and Engin s

3=GS 9-12 level), k=2 (Black Male), and t=5

0) = initial onbcard for oc _pation/level state i, social class k

initial on-board for occupation/level state i

f(t) = overall proportionality factor for time t, equal to the rati6

of the overall Navy manpower requrnrents for year t to the-

actual population on-bcard at the base ye

= base year (corresponding to t=0)

f Ial goal for occupation/level state i, social class k,

expressed as a proportion of the total for state i.

Yik = year final goal or occupation/level state i, social class

must be mt.

X2/3,2

X2/3,2

0
t r 0) ]) , that is,

177-=-13-ik

5 = .979 7251 (340 [.02900 . 16867 340])BITh

= 479.



The supply of individuals of a particular social group, in a particular

occupation career level, at a particular point in time, is a function of

both the composition of the labor force at that point in time, and the

demographic profile cf the individuals in the social group. Tr determine

the make-up of the labor pool, projections made on the basis of Bureau of

the Census total population figures and National Bureau of Economic Research

(Nm=2) labor force statistics are macse. h/Since the initial goal setting

procedure was to be done for the period ending in 1981, labor force pro-

jections were compiled on the basis of 1970 Census Bureau and 1976 NBER

figures for 1981. These projections, provided in Figure 2, are stated as

percent of the population for each of the eight social groups considered

in this study and demon trate f1111 representation of minorities. Inherent

the calculation of these numbers is the assuniption that 45% of the labor

force will be female by 1981. The percentages apply to jobS requiri

educational attainment and experience that matChes the average found in

copulation.

5.775

Negro Fema e 4.725

Spanish Speaking Male 2.5025

Spanish Speaking Female 2.0475

Other Male 1.0725

Other Female 0.8775

White mal 45.65

White Female 37.35

Figure 2

ce Ciswirth and IV [10] for a discussion of possible methodol

9



For certain occupations, such as those falling in the Scientists ana

Engineers category, educational/exçerierice requirements are s- h that the

minority and female components of the population can not reach full repre-

sentatiom. Tb be consistent with the supply constraints that thereby

exist ini- occupations of this type, allowances aremade in the labor narket

statistics during the labor market analysis phase of the goal setting

procedure. For the Scientists and Engineers category the allow- , Lri

full representation take the form of providing that by 1981, women will

ise 5% of the workforce and minorit-i males will make-up 7% of the

workfor e.

The labor market analysis phase also incorporates affirmative action

t in the calculation of the supply ratios. Such information p uvides

insight into the degree of imbalance that exists currently for any occupation

and set of social groups by comparing actual representation of the social

groups on-board across occupation groups and the full representation figures.

One example of th Te affirmative action considerations is a determination of

the length of time it might reasonably take to achieve the representation

defined via the supply constraints. Another example is the fact that in

pational levels, certain social groups are already over-represented.

In both cases it is infeasible to the strictly desir= EEO representation,

it would require drastic reducti ns in the number of employees found in

these categories. The EEO policies are indicated by the model as results which

illustrate affirmative action alternatives that could be developed :: make u

the difference rtwlen labor narket availability and population representation.

In addition to the goal setting procedure described above, 1 e

as ,_ ther input to the model. This was not done

1 0



preliminary prototypa studies described in [1], but now the

bounds on the occupation level - social states force the model to have at

least as many people of each social group in these states as indicated by

the level prescribed by those bounds. For the cases where trie lower bounds

calculated from Federal workforce data were higher thdn the goal, the lower

bound was set to equal the goa..1. This ensures that the setting of the lower

bounds is not building discriminatory biases into the resulting policies.

-d Mbbilit arid the Flexibility MOdel

in addition to making the goals realistic from the labor market poiri

of view, a comprehensive EEO program rmist consider affirmative action policies

for the internal staff. The limited version of the EEO model tested and

described in [1], provided a machanisci for recruitment adjustments. It did

not provide for the evaluation of change- to the internal movementrate8.

Thus, the information concerning the creation of "bridge" or upward nobility

positions was only implicitly included in the final restilts. The complete

model structure describ 1 in [3i, allows for the explicit enumeration of

these "fleyible" _hanges. It was dee ded that the next step in the research

would be to develop a n -erical example with Navy data which included these

flexibility extensions.

The objectives of-the flexibility model prototype study were two-fold.

First, it vas desired to learn whether the type of model coefficients

required could actually be obtained in the context of operational data.

Second the prototype would provide insight into the comput support

reqiiirerents, particularly in reference to model size. This information

could be then used to determine the strategy of further work along these

lines.

1 1



The flexibility extension to the EEO mod ' permits the explicit

examination of additional and/or feWer nDvements of pexsonnel within

a given occupation group than historically expected. The additive and

subtractive flexibility allowed by the model indi -tes where and how

promotion policy must be Changed to meet-both-long and short range goals

of the organization. This in turn provides the information needed on how

__y "bridge" positions ought to be established

Bridge positions, loosely defined are established positicns which

ll employees to move from dead-end positions or other occupations to

these which are career enhancing and have promotional opportunities.

Nhile in a "bridge poSition" status, the employee will have drawn up a

1

development plan that includes training, both'on-the7job and in the

classroom, and evaluation procedures to insure that his performance win

match the needs of the organization. The establishment of bridge positions

is an official Navy policy [12], which serves to enhance both staffing

flexibilities and employee development and utilization. It can be used

as a method of promoting upward mobility that retains the merit promotion

system aspects of staffing policy.

The,mathematics of the EEO flexibility model were provided in [3].

In this paper we will provide a description of each of the model's inputs

and outputs (summarized in Figure 3) in the context of our numerical

example. This will be followed by a comparisOn of running versions of the

model with and without the flexibility features.

Because of the model's formulation, we are able simultaneously to

Consider two sets of objectives or goals. The Total Manpower Goals deal

12.

9



DESCRIPTION

ts

The number of individnals acroSiscoial groups
neCessary, in each job category to meet ttie

at - needs,of the o -anization. ,

_c)
e.n of o ty iv s by

tion group, desir h

:le' 1-7
in the _

I

Ninimum EDO .

,

Proportions
'

oe rt
,-.,

all by job
social group on the number of

min i s el e-ti-TAESIT-

. Initial
Population

e number of personnel of eaaFib61.-62 group
on-board in each job category at the start of

.

e transition r
Histori
Ttansition

Rates

rates., of rrDverrnt between specific

tion groups, based On the analysis of such
rrovanents

Priorities for
Goal

Attainment
PELIEDEE15-.7---

Hiring and
Firing

A representation of the "c _ associated with
notmeeting the total rrenrer_ goals and the.
oro..rtional EEO ..als.
A representation of the "costs" associated with
hiring personnel into jobs from outside the
_s stem, and with firm- .7 sonnel.

lexibility
Poli

. The degree of flexibility alkwed in e
s egaic parameter..

OUTPUT CHART

VARIABLE DESCRIPTION

7Oroard
Personnel

The number, by social group and job category,
of personnel at the end of each transition

kforce op .. sition.

Fires

The number of personnel, by social group and
job category, hired and 'fired during the
transition period.

Inter-
Occupational

bility

The job nirbility, including that beyond
historical rates, suggested to meet goals as a
_ _ction of flexibility.

Goal
Discre cies

How_well each goal (total and proportional),
_far each occupation group, is met.

The two charts above show the elements of informations necessary to run
EEO flexibility model, and the components of the model'S solution.

Figure
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with satisfying the operating nee0s-of the organization in terrñs of

The issue of changing,the personnel TriX

to conform with EEO polity is provided for by the Proportional 'Manpawer

Is. These goals set targets for the fractional part of the total

manpower requirements desired for each social category. The objective

of the model is to minimize,the differences between these two sets of goals

subject to various constraints. Since a worked ut example-with hypothetical

data exists in. E we will limit our-discussion to the flexibility part of

the model.
//

Figured 4a = d 4b are the trailsition matrices for the male and female

groups. the diagonal cell entries indicate the proportion of personnel

remanung in the job .category in which they started. Off-diagonal elements

show ,he transter rates between any two jobs (e.g., the trenster-rate for

female personnel fr Administrative jobs at the GS 9-12 level to jobs in

the Technical occupaion group at the GS 9-12 level is 04).

a.cell signifies an historical transfer rate close to or equal to zero.

Flexibility is expressed as changes to thie'unadjusted organizetiOnal

transition matrices. This is accounted for itjthe model by setting-uP

equations which permit either:additions to:Or subtractions from the unadjusted

ansitioh rates. These changes are,controlled by coefficients. In the-case

of additions, they are policy parameters (or the maximum artunt organize-

tion is willing to let the model seek an adjusted transition matrix) the

of subtractions, the controls e set so that,the. number of transfers

t. eed the.nmber availabl for transfer. these flexibility

stiaints are further' ntrolled by a set of equations which ensures that the

numiper of additions will equal-the number of subtractions for any selected

1.

4



MALE MATRIX
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.001_
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z z 00.

FEMALE MATRIX

a

Al A2 A3 P.4 Ti T2 T3 T4 C1 C2

A .533

A2 .200 6 4 rc ..004i, .01 10_ .011

A3

A4

212_ 9- -015i 096z

.011

.00.

006 668_

6
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T3
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el

004, .004z

052z

.024 00

695

001

C2 .0 4_ .020 064 .81!

.00;C .002

Transition Matrices for promotions or Lateral Transfers; And upward Moni
Administrative, .Technical, and Clerical,Occupation prouPs,.Across GS -Leve

.occo a tionGrOus

A Administrative Jobs
TA Technical jots
C Clerical Jobs .

Levels.

I = CS 1-4.
.2 = GS 5-8

GS 9-12
GS 13-15

Figure 4

Ill__ invalid transtion, CUM to
Federal SysterVa-stfuetara

. transition not
modal . . not repraS9nt

F-72 tirA-nsition

h

this
tive
transfer
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The flexibili ture provides a irethod to evaluate the inarease or

decTease in the number of individuals entering specific occupation grouis

from other job categories. Since the same coefficients axe used fbr all

social categories (i.e.

is presenr

combinations), the Merit Promotion System

Thus, the method,allows for the achievement of desired

alterDatives in the projedted steady-state probabilities from their bistor-

ical values .

16
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FOr the nrical exarr1e the model was run both with and without the

flexibility options. A three period example was developed using data

'representative of the probable size and structure of the Navy civilian

white collar administrative, technical, and clerical occupations for the

three years starting in March 1976. TWo levels of flexibility options

%ere tested (i.e., 100% of all available personnel at the start of each

period, and 50% of all available personnel at the-start of each period).

The maximum subtractive flexibilities were set to equal the transition,

rates given in Figure 4 s that the total amount of movement in the system

would not be greater than normally experienced. The weights were set

151 10, and 5 for each of the periods respective1y for the workload goalg

5, 10, and 15 for the EEO goals. This was done to indicate -,hatwork-_

load should be considered relatively. re in the short run and EEO

relatively more in the longer run. Hiring weights were set at 3 an

firing weights were set at 1000. This ensured that internal movemen s

were preferred to hiring and firing was an extreme last resort.

It was found in the solutions that the addition of the flexibility

constraints did produce different results. The two different levels of

flexibility produced exactly the same results. This indicates that the

of people pessible for an internal assignment is below the levels

set in the tests. The results,for the example without flexibilities are

,given in Figures 5a, b, and c arid the results for the two examples with

flexibilities are given in Figures 6a, b, c, d, and e.

Jr' all the cases the total maripoier goals are met exactly iii the first

and second time periods, while disc±epáncies from total goals exist in the

third time period. Many of the discrepancies are the same for particular

14
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PERSONNEL TYPE ANC; ,

,ABOARD

OCCPATION GROUP/LEVEL

MALE ADM UN 1

PEMALE ADM LEV 1'

RALE ADM LEV 2

FEMALE ADM LEV,2

MALE ADM LEV 3

EEO MODEL SOLUTION

PROPORNONAL

HIRES RIF'S

31

4,16

FEMALE ADM LV 3
5 4"

_

MALE ABM LEV 4

L_ ki$58

FEMALE ADM LEV 4

MALE TECH LEV 1:

FEMALE TECH LEV 1

MALE TEcgruo 2

EMALE TECH LEV .

MALE TECH LE

1 FEMALE TECH LEV 3

alCi.ma

MALE TECH LEV 4
157

FEMALE,TECH LEV 4 1

I 34

i 7

26 407

5961

=405

577

33(

799

0 0'

=...

14,294

15L11-1, 04-

I 77R 1 2 4 .R63:
11=,

MALE CLER LEV 1

==mm=rmmara:.=
FEMALE CLEE LEV 1

MALE CLER LEV 2

TEM= C'*10 LEV

MALS cLER.LEV 3

0

6 404

6,236 3L58 G 0

11,604

32,609 0,

13 10_

116

165 0

B19 497

The solaticn foi- the First Tim Pe.kiod 1or:.the EEO Model 14.010Pt 6onsEraintfi
1

* ABOARD C-0A.L . 2178-2071 +107 (over echiavement of goal)

** ABOARD - COAL . S455-5961 -;SOs (under achievement cf pal)

Figure .5a,

41,



PERSONNEL TYPE AND

OCCPATION GROOFfLEVEL

MALE ADM LEV

EEO MODEL SOLUTION

'PROPORTIONAL

ABOARD mrs RIPS
BUMP, DISCREP,

FE1LE ADM LEV

MAL ADM LEV ?

21

2 005' 555

2 196

15 OH5 0

FEMA V ADM LEV 3

FEMT ADM'LEV 4

MALE1TECH LEV 1
r

FEMALE TECH,LEV 1

.MALE TECH LEV 2

FEMALE TECH LEV 2
7 370

1 2t8 630

6,W 623

MALE TECH LEV 3

FEMALE TECH LEV 3 7

MALE TECHLEV 4

15 , 07 5
171611

MALE TECH LEV 4

'MALE CLER LEV 1

4536

321

56

910 0

FEMALE CLER LEV 1

/
44026

MALE CLEE'LEV 2

0

20

783 5- 2

4 59

FEMALE CLER.LEV 2

9,849 4-501

29 547 .
0 0

115 22
MALV CLVELEV 3

TEMALE GLER LEV 3,
1 6 0 0

:The solution fof the Sephd Tirne periodlor thali0 Model iiithout Flexibility ConBtraifltS
,

*ABOARD - GOAL 2196-2100 96 (over echievement of 'goal)

ABOARD - GOAL - 6372-7081 - :r109 (under'aChievemeht of go41)



PER5ONMEL TYPE AND

OCCPATION GROUP/LEVEL

EEO MODEL SOLUTION '

PROPORTIONAL .40TAL

HIRES 'RIF'S

.

MALE.:ADM LEV 1

FEMALE ADM LEV 1

GOAL- DISCREP. DISCREP.

1580 525**

21 16*

MALE ADM LEV 3

FEMALE ADM LEV

MALE ADM LEV A,

FEMALE ADM LEV 4

MALE TECH LEV 1

, FEMALE TECH LEV 1

MALE TECH' LEV 2

21,671 +1,414

8,668 2,1 2

4,026
409

_1 550 133

1,511 827

1 512 122

4356 868

439:

1 550-

3,023

14,307

4285-

MALE TECH LEV 3
14.335

FEMALE TECH LEV 3
r6 .167

289
MALE TECH LEV 4

+2,522

MALE CLER LEV 1 s.
j 195. 2,609

13 078,

5,238

4855'

',FEMALE CLER LEV 2
9,396

25 318

MALE CLER LEV 3

FEMALE-CLER LEV 3'
164 141 24

,The solution for the Third Tifleleriod

* ABOARD - GOAL '2137-2121 = +18

** ABOARD GOAL = (1580+2137)-4242

for the EEO Model withOpt Flexibility Constraints

(ever eehievement of goal)

g -525 (under athievema 0 goal)

Figure 5C'



PERSONNEL TYPE AND

OCCRATION GROUP/LEVEL,

EE0 MODEL SOLUTION

PROPORTIONAL :TOTAL

ABOARD HIgs Ems
GOAL
-

-
MALE, ADM LEV 1

FEMALE ADM LEV 1

MALE ADM LEV 2

21,290
St4S5

4,858
S 627

1,057

FEMALE,TECH LEV 1

MALE-TECH LEV 2/
7,210

1AL

/

mALE TECH LE1r3

FEMALE TECH/LEV 3

KALE TECH LEV 4

FEmALE TECH LEV 4

15.0826_

1 778

17, 04

61522

26 087

32,60

FEMALE CLER LEV.2
39,3 6

33487 10110

MALE CLER LEV 3
116'z' 27

FEMALE CLER LEV 3'
281

-' 165 0,
_

e161, 4 4_

The solution for the First Time Period fortrhe EEO Model) including Flexibily CoAstraintsi where
Flexibility ls set both for 100% and for.50A of the Available Peraohnel.

*,ABOAPD pon . 2178-2071-i +107 (over achievemeht of 'goal)

** ABOARD - GOAL 5455-5961 -506 (uhder achievement of goal)

21
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A

EEO MODEL SOLUTION_
,

--- .------- __._

PERSONNEL TYPE AND

OCCPATION OROUF/LEVEL

, ABOARD MEE
:A.

RP'S

A

P ROPORTIONAL TOTAL .

GOAL. 1X5DB2P.. .GOAL , DISDRUI.

21'

MALE ADM LEV 1
14 10

_

:!TEMALE-ARM LEV 1 '.:

_21 4

,MALE ADM ,LEV 2
L 999 1

.:..0"!:

2 202

0

,

2 100-

:_.7 OW

. 4,201

'-:1- 4

7 21#45T

:,700*

15 004_

6,373'

4,417

699

_ . .0.a

1,010 308: ..1:10)=.

.-51427

!.*-'''' 34

.. 1-208

. . 41

336 .

1,813

6, 3.9_

n'

SO .= 0

,, p :,.

'1 a
4A:T4=1:

1,021

'''-:::':

'',. .0

9-

..,-":

... 0

4

,

. 7,381
,,,

.. 0

-- ,14 300.
, . T Wr--; ' J' ,a

'.' 1 1:50 i'''+±'2 1';

.-_ -Lill ,-,-, '-,--.,, '. 17,61

3 -Z;c867 r.'

v ''- IF'. '
F

,.. :=',1+P:= ,-",,' 321609

22'42C
,..ii

',4/

1, --, ,, 3,396 ,

29 34V "11 :

-
If .181'

, ,. .,...

155 + 3.1

_15,075

2,536". '309 .

321

.. 2056. 'H'

9-783

-14AL. 4H LV
i

, 4-80
MALE CLER LEV 1 .

. t .

FEMALE CLER LEV 1- ,

220226.,

10,710

2,4 2', :

MALE CLEM LEV 2

FEMALE CLER LEV 2
.26;678 A 546

f :

115

-. 166 , :'0:.

BALE CLER:LEV 37.

FEMALE CLER LEV ,3
--.-------

..

j/

The solution for the Second Time NMI for the EEO Moge1, inc1u4sg flexibility,Conet Onts

Flexibility is set both for 1001 and for 50% of the Available Perionnali

* ABOARD - GOAL 0, 2202=2100 +10.2 (oVer achieVement:of.041)

ABOARD GOAL * 6373-7081 g =700 (Under:-.achievement ofgeil)

!

where.





2rd Tine Picel

Al 12 13 14 11 T2 13 14 Cl C2 C3

Al 44

12 -1 +634

A3 -569
14.
TI
12 -302 + 2

13 -634
14

CI +1

C2 +569. 02 -443
C3

Tire Fm.i.cd

Al A2 . 13 14 11 ,12 T3 . 14 Cl C2 C3

A?

A3

-A4

665

-514 +406 -

-406
5 +15

345

C2 -665

C3 +514

Floable Transfers for Males for' each of the

* -603 u 'Mose who do not trannit firm Job a.1,2 to 13 in the
First Tire Period, who i.ere historically sneiected
to rake that trove.

Those who ailiticnAlly transitifran Job A2 Ito
in the First Tine Fericd, abo,:re those whs. wme
historically ecoected to make that rove.

2 4

AclainistraUve, Level 1
hirninietraUve, Level 2

13 Patministrative, Level 3
14 Aiminisibetive, level 4
11 Tethnicirem, level 1
12 Techniciam, Level 2
13. Technicians, Level 3
14 Technicians, Wel 4

C2 Clerical, Level 2
Cr3 Clerica, Level 3



EEO MODEL SOLUTION

13t Tire Period

A

A

13

14

T1

T2

T3

T4

C2

C2. C3

+6,404 +36

-2

-252

45 +252 -6,404

_ _f +27** -36

Al

T2 T3 T4 CI

+2_,_191

C2

12 -5

Ai -2 427

/4_ - 33

T1

T2 -236 +5,-714

T3 +2,460

T4 -2
Cl +5 +2-36

C2. 72,191 -5 681
C3 33

3rd Time Period

Al 12 A3 14 Tl T2 T3 T4 Cl C2 C3

12

13 +72
14 +i
T1

T2 -122 +1,917

T3

T4,

c 122

C2 -1,917
C3

Flexible Transfers for Females far each of the Three Tire Periods

7

* -27 s Theao who do not transit fran Job TO to 14 in the
First Tire Period, who Were historically copect8d
to make that rave.

+27 s Those who adclitArmaLly transit from Job 13 to C3
in the First Time Period, above those re
his-toricalay to make that move.

13
14
T1
T2
T3

Administrative, Level 1
Administrative, Level 2
Administrative, Leval 3
Munirdstrative, Level 4
Techniciana, Level 1
Technicians, Level 2
Technician's, Level 3
Technicians. Leval. 4
Clerical, Level-1

C2 Clerical, Level 2-
C3 Clerical, Level 3



and levels in both the solutions employing flexibility options and the

one without flexibility options. This is the case, for instance

icians category, for levels. 2 and 4, where discre

+2922, and +2, respectively. However, in other cells of the

very definite differences exist.. One nOtable example occurs in the first

solutions,

level Technicians group, where the.solution for thie model withoutflexibilities

indicatesno discrepancy from the total goel, and the flexibility solutions

how a discrepancy of -481 from the total-goal. This might seem to indicate

model with the flexibility options included provides a less desirable

set of outcomes. However, a further carparison of solution results shows that

.
although for some jobs and levels-

outcomes are considerably bet- This is the case for second level

trative positions, where the discrepancy from the total goals is -525

_ non-flexible solution 0 in the flexible ones. Thus, trade-offs are

pparent in the internal structure of the organization, and via the inclusion

of the flexibility options, these trade-off possibilities-became feasible

decision-making alternatives. Similarly, significant trade-offs between

internal tr _sfers and outside hir. (3 become initially visible through a

comparison of the discrepancies from_the EEO goals in the cases with and

without the flexibility constraints. In these sets of data both the goal

fUlfillment and the internal,staffing patterns changed.- In saMe earlier

test examples the addition of the flexibility constraints did not matter

as far as changina the overall EEO distributions. FUrther research- uld

-have to be done with a problem approxiMating the time periods uied in actual

planning to deteimine what conditions the addition of the flexibility

,constraints would_improve the overall EEO distributions.

.23



The data on model sizes ng times were examined

_btain infornkation to assist in the implementation strategy. These

statistics ate given in Figure 7. As can be seen the flexibility model

is cOnsiderably larger In size and computer processing ti. The carpu

tion times_are-on a UNIVAC 1108 computer and include the use of an advanced

start by'means of a previous optimal basis.- A minimum p -otioal problem

is most likely to contain 5 time periods,. 8 race-sex categories 'and 30

occupation-level c: ories. A model without the flexibilities used in

actual operatiOnal studies contains 2796 ToWS and 6540 columns and solves

in 34 CP0 minutes starting with an advanced basis on tile UNIVAC 1108 using

67K of main memory. This model extended to include the flexibility constraints

can be expected to be approximately 7500 rows and 12,000 columns. Its

-

solution time would require somewhere in the neighborhood of 8-10 CPU hours

g a uNTVAC 1108 with 120K of main memo

1108

Without With
Flexibility. Flexibility

Constraints Constraint.%

155

limns 352

CPU Time 0:00:13.252

Memory Time* 0:00:35.747

. 404

688

'0:01:06.985

0:03:21.117

Problem: 3 time peri 2 race-sex categories, 11 occu tion-

level categories

*rjy time is ameesure of the imPact of the processing job on
the computer system.

Figure 7
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ions and Future search

The goal of the Department of the Navy is to attract all people with

ability, dedication, and capacity for growth. In pursuit of that objective

Presidential, Congressional, and Department of Defense mandates require

that we provide equality of oppoLtunity for minorities and women throughout

the entire Naval structure. Therefore, a ranag rial system which a les

the logical determination of goals for 'minorities and women is a prerequisite

to the achievement of an "Equal OppOrtunity Employer" status. Further, that

management system must also provide a means Whereby policy makers can

determine whether or not the goals are attained. This sys_ initially

discussed in [1], provides that kind of accountability.

Since subordinate levels of play a significant role in carrying

out policies ennunciated by top management, this system must eventually

be developed to address the local/regional level of goal-setting and analysis.

lbese local/regional areas will be defined by Standard Metropolitan

Stati3tical Ar_s (SNSA's) or equivalent geographic distinctions whiCh are

appropriate to the occupations concerned. That is, affirmative action

are best developed and implemented at the local/regional level

since policies must be designed to address local problem areas many of which

are a function of the necessity for regional recruitment in occupations such

as Technicians and Clerks.

CUrrently,°the goal-setting procedures we have aeveloped are appropriate

for the larger-scale aggrega analysis. Extended labor market research is

erway to investigate regional goal-setting situations. Among the issues

tered in this research is the problem of small cell size due to the

partition data on several attributes to match the EEO designations.

This same problem is also encountered when studYing upward mobility considera-

25
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tions in terms of "flexibility". The coherence model discussed in [2 ]

is being designed to overcame this small cell size problem, especially

in terms of the flexibility issue. In addition, since the current

flexibility model development results in a somewhat unwieldy system

advances in the study of flexibility and affirmatiVe action via the

coherence model is warranted. A first step in this direction is a pro-

totype study that links the current EEO model and control system to the

regional level of analysis by using the coherence model framework.

Personnel dataclon the Navy Department's civilian manpower pool is

presently being analyzed for this linkage study. Mere labor market

information is necessary to carryon this work. MUch data of this kind

,maY be a- ilable through sdurces such as da_7 bank.files Bur -u of Labor

Statistics and the U. S. Census manpower data base distributed by the

National l Information Service of the Department of Commerce.

These data bases which can be provided on magnetic,tape will have to be

closely-investigated to determine how to best develop affirmative action

policy-making mechanisms at the local level.

In addition, the model must be immediately extended to the blue-collar

workforce. This is particularly true for the Navy since half of its workforce

is blue collar. The labor market studies in this case would be consistent

with the prevailing wage setting areas.

The flexibirty features are an iirortant addition to the goal program

ming models for manpower planning. Without the EEO ories, their size

diminishes by a factor of eight. At this more compact size, they could be

used as the master model linked to the coherence model'which contains all

the needed EEO features. The_ main difficulty may be the proper.feedback

.26
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mechanisms to prevent oscillation. This arrangement would also ensure that

the basic strategic staffing decisions are made within the nrit system and

still be integrally linked to the kinds of decisions necessary for taking

into account equal employment opportunities. The alternate to this would

be to use a master rodel without the flexibility features but with the EEO

categorizations included. Tbis is the subject of further research.

The results provided in this report are being used to develop the

design for the'ihitial version,of a comprehensive operational information

system. This system is being designed to be able to process:30-50 models

all integrated into the sal-6e forecast all processing comoleted

within a two week time frame using 30 CPU minutes or less on a UNIVAC 1108

for solution of each of the models plus the necessary input/output processing.

The possibility of adding the flexibility constraints will be preserved in

the variable naming conventions. However, the initial system will use the

version of the model without the flexibility constraints.' In this way all

the options are preserved in the implementation.

The initial study of the demographic and upward nobility additi ns to

the EEO model provided insight into the critical eleMents of goal setting
_

and internal staffing possibilities. The next'step is the development of

the support capabilities including the incorporation of regional labOr

uarket studies. These results are useful not only for EEO considerations

but also for resolUtion of many of the general issues of integrating um-

power planning with its data Sources and persOnnel decision-Making,possibilities.
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